MAKING COVERS WORK FOR YOU, THE AUTHOR
handout by Joanna Maitland, based on 2021 presentation
to the Society of Authors' Monmouth Group
1. Good covers are massively important and buyers, increasingly, rely on visuals (the cover)
rather than the blurb, according to independent booksellers. One bookseller recommended
clear, concise, beautiful covers, with fewer words and, hence, more impact.
2. Apart from being clear, concise and beautiful, a Good Fiction Cover Will…
• make the genre clear immediately
• represent aspects of the story to draw the potential buyer in
• shout out the title
• shout out the author's name
• work well in thumbnail
• and SELL THE BOOK
3. Look at some bestselling covers. Ask yourself if they do all of the above. If they do, how
do they do it? If they don't, where do you reckon they have they gone wrong?
4. Look particularly at thumbnails of covers online, eg in bestseller lists. Can you make
out what's going on? Can you tell what genre they are, without knowing the author? Can
you read the title, the author's name? Does the cover grab your attention in thumbnail?
Working with a cover designer—remember: you are paying, so you have the right to
be picky. A truly professional designer will want to produce a cover that delights you.
5. Agree the fee at the outset. Ensure you know what it includes. Ebook only? Ebook + print?
Fees for image licences and non-standard fonts are normally extra, payable at cost.
6. Give your designer all the cover words at the outset, including the final title. If you want
a series name or PR puffs on the cover, include detailed wording, too. If you make
changes to that basic data later on, the designer may have to charge you extra.
7. If you're going for a print cover, agree the size you want. Your designer can advise. (For
ebooks, Amazon KDP prefers a cover ratio of 5:8, ideally 1600x2560 pixels and 72 dpi.)
Common fiction print sizes include 5.06x7.81 inches (B format), 5x8 inches, 5.5x8.5
inches. The US still works in inches, so Amazon mostly does, too. Ingram Spark offers a
huge range of sizes and provides useful resources for calculating costs and earnings on its
website at https://www.ingramspark.com. For a print cover, you must also provide the
final back cover copy, including 50-100 word blurb, ISBN, price (I recommend omitting
price, especially if your print book will sell in more than one currency), publisher etc. The
designer will do the barcode (with or without a price). You must also provide the exact
finished page count of your book, so that the designer can calculate the width of the spine.
That means your interior formatting must be complete before print cover design starts.
8. Describe for your designer the sort of cover you are after. Give him/her examples of
covers that you particularly like in your genre. That gives the designer a starting point.
9. Then, start with main images appropriate to your genre. Tell your designer the sort of
thing you would like on your cover. Your designer will then offer you several main images,
all low-res and watermarked. (You don't pay for those images.) Pick one or two that you
really like and that suit your story and characters. Be prepared to change and research for
more. Images that look great in isolation don't always sit well on a finished cover.
10. If you want a background image that reflects your story, rather than something generic,
explain what you want and ask your designer to get background images, too.
11. Images can be manipulated, within reason. Your designer can crop images to get rid of
parts that don't fit or he/she can cover them up. He/she can also change colours eg hair
colour, dress colour. But best not to ask for radical changes like brunette to blonde or beard
to clean-shaven. It's a huge amount of work for the designer and it's rarely totally
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satisfactory. If you must have a blonde, choose an image that starts with a blonde.
12. Discuss fonts with your designer, especially for your author name. I recommend creating a
brand/logo of your author name that you repeat on all your covers. It can often make sense
to use the fonts from your author name for your title too, but you don't have to. In part, it
depends on the genre. Look at bestselling covers in your genre to see the kind of fonts that
are conventionally used. SF fonts will be very different from romantic comedy, for
example. But you don't have to do what other authors do. Other recommendations: choose
legibility over "fancy"; avoid too many different fonts on a cover which can look messy or
unprofessional; avoid requesting special fonts that your designer doesn't already offer, as
you will probably have to pay for the licence, costing you an extra £30-£100 or more.
13. Discuss other aspects of your author brand. Do you want a repeatable cover "look" in
relation to layout, colourways, approach (eg models/no models; original prints; etc)? Your
author name brand/logo may be enough. Add, at most, one or two other repeat factors.
14. Your designer will create a cover image by layering images on top of one another. You
won't be involved in that but, once you see the final result, you are entitled to say whether
you think the layering works well, or not. Are the images well blended together? Are the
right images prominent? Do you like the overall colour scheme?
15. Your designer will show you draft covers based on low-res free images. These will
normally have watermarks on them (to prevent illicit use). Try not to be distracted by them.
16. Once you decide on the cover design you want, your designer will buy the licence(s) for
the image(s) in that cover. You will normally be charged at cost for the licence(s) in
addition to the designer's fee. Licences based on your designer's library subscriptions can
be as cheap as £2-3 per image, though £5-10 is quite normal. Images from specialist
libraries can be expensive, often $20 or more for a high-resolution image for single use.
Image licences from sources such as the National Trust run into three figures. So make
sure you really know what you want before you ask your designer to press the buy button.
You'll have to pay, even if you change your mind.
17. The designer will work on the high-res image cover, sending you PDFs of various
versions until you are happy with it. You are entitled to be picky, even about small details.
Remember that you are paying. Be particularly careful that the cover works in thumbnail.
You should also look at it in monochrome, as older Kindle e-readers are black-and-white
only and lots of them are still in use. For monochrome, your cover needs good contrasts.
18. Once he/she has produced a high-res cover that you are happy with, your designer will
send you jpegs of the final version, usually in 3 different sizes—large (for ebook), medium
(for web use), small (for avatar use). You will probably receive the designer's invoice at
the same time. It is polite and professional to pay for the cover before you start using it.
19. You should acknowledge the cover designer on the copyright page of your book. Ask
your designer how he/she wants this to be worded. Your designer may want a clickable
link to their website. I recommend that you also include an acknowledgement for any
images you licensed. This can all be quite simple, for example (from His Cavalry Lady)—
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20. Your designer may ask permission to display your cover on his/her website, for PR
purposes. It is polite to agree to that—and it will be good for your PR, too—though you
may want to ask for a delay on publication there if, for example, you are planning a big
cover reveal at a later date. A professional designer will always agree to such a request.
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